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What is a Community of Practice?

� A group of individuals committed to learning from each

other through the sustained sharing of knowledge on a

topic of mutual interest ; 1991 by Lave and Wenger

� Despite usefulness for problem-solving, collective learning,

creativity and innovation in groups, and knowledge sharing in

organizations, there is little literature and empirical research

concerning leadership in CoPs



Research Problematic

� CoPs do not accept formally assigned leaders

� Self-organized

� Un-hierarchical

� "Urging instead of ordering"� "Urging instead of ordering"

� Empirical study of the role of leaders in CoPs using United

Nations communities (U.N. as a Knowledge intensive

organization).

� The key intention of this paper is to analyze the apparent

paradoxical role of leader in CoPs; to find the best form of

leadership which can be applicable on CoPs



CoPs in United Nations

� CoPs in U.N. “enable knowledge-workers to share what they
have learned about implementing programs with government
agencies, policy makers, and other program implementers”.

� It is an effective tool for generating and creation of strategicIt is an effective tool for generating and creation of strategic
knowledge

� For this qualitative case study analysis, we have selected a
CoP with around 90 active members, called “ICT for
Development and Sectoral priorities”

� We performed a number of face-to-face interviews with the
“Moderator”, “Network Facilitator” and with CoP members.



Position of CoPs in UNECA

Experts



Which type of Leadership ?

� During the interviews, we acknowledged the existence of leadership

forms which differed from heroic, classical top-down leadership.

� Based on a systematic review of literature, and our field-based
observation, we found the distributed leadership theory that has
been proposed for learning environments and education systems
(schools), which we apply to CoPs.



Distributed Theory of Leadership

Gibb (1954) proposed distribution of leadership across a

number of individuals. Scholars utilize distributed forms of

leadership to define a way of thinking about the “practice” of

school leadership (Gronn, 2002; Spillane 2005; Timperley 2005).school leadership (Gronn, 2002; Spillane 2005; Timperley 2005).

What is distributed leadership theory saying ?

(1) Leadership is not just a top-down process between the formal

leader and team members;

(2) There can be multiple leaders within a group.



Distributed Theory of Leadership

Distributed leadership stresses practice and activities rather

than personality; it is not just about leaders or their roles; from

this point of view, practice is the heart of the matter.

In this context, subordinates are co-producing leadership in

interaction with the formal assigned leaders. Ensuring that the

CoP focused on its central purpose is the main, if not the only,

task of formal leader.



Traditional leadership vs. 

Distributed leadership

Distributed - coordinated leadership structure Distributed - fragmented leadership structure 



Limitations & Future Research

� Limited with respect to the number of interviews;

� Significant results regardless of the small size of sample

� Future study with larger numbers of communities is required to
strengthen certainty of our results.strengthen certainty of our results.

� Funding (!)

� Distributing a research questionnaire among members of CoP to
investigate also their thinking about governance of CoPs



Conclusions

The research proposes a justifiable role for leaders in CoPs, but

it differs from mythological heroic classical top-down paradigms

of leaders, which can not be implemented in CoPs. More

empowered, committed and skilled workers in knowledge

intensive organizations, require different types of leadership tointensive organizations, require different types of leadership to

facilitate rather than ordering for accomplishment of the tasks.

After our field-based observation and systematic review of

literature , we believe distributed leadership, and particularly, the

distributed-coordinated form of leadership, is the most

appropriate style of leadership for the context of CoPs in

knowledge-intensive organizations
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